
Security: If DDH holds in 1, then ElGamal is semantically secure.

Roof. Consider following two games: b =50,13 be0,13

adversary allenger t sary enger ↓

- (pk,sk) -Setup
I (pk,

sk). Setup
Mo, MI
->(0,C) - Encrypt(pK, mb) Mo,m,

-

< (co,ci) Co,C, I2

↓ -

b'E50,13 ↓
b'E90,13

Laim: these two games are indistinguishable under CDH adversary's advantage in guessing b

#

.Suppose there exists efficientAthatcan distinguish is 0 here since (C0,4)

(co,C.) -Encrypt(pK, m) from (co, c) *62. We use is independentof (mo, m.)?

Ato break DDH: bE [0,13

Algorithm B

iga,itatthe
Serve: X is uniform over p so g" is a properly-generated public key(for ElGamal)

if T =g47, them (g7, T.m) =(g8,gx8.m) which is the outputofEncrypt (pK, m) with

randomnessy - this is exactlythe distribution where Asees Encrypt(pK,m)

if T =gt, then (gt, gt. m) is uniform over
12 (since

y, zare sampled independently of each other and

of m) - this is exactlythe distribution where Asees (co,) * 2

distinguishing advantage of B =distinguishing advantage of A

Enivalentview: Under DDH, g4 looks uniform even given gig, gt, so an Illamal ciphertextlooks indistinguishable (to

an efficientadversary) from a OTPencryption

Whatif we wantto encryptlonger messages? For messages thatis nota group
element]

-

Hybrid encryption (key encapsulation [KEMS): ~
called reapsulation

W

Use PKE scheme to
encrypt
a secretkey 3 PKE. Encrypt (pk, () "Leader" Islow]

Encrypt payload using secretkey + authenticated encryption
AE. Encrypt (k, m) "payload" [fast]

- How to derive key from group
element? Secret- key operations much much

Same as in key-exchange: hash the group
elementto a bit-string (symmetric key) faster than public-keyoperations.

e.g., Hash-ElCamal:Encrypt(pK, m):y
&p

N c
=

(y2,m*H(g,h,gb,hy))I
as before, can also rely on ↑

CDH + ideal hash function (random H: b4 + 30,13
"

orace)



Vanilla ElGamal described above is notCCA-secure!

Ciphertexts are malleable: given ct=(gY,h*.m), can constructciphertext(g4,h*.mog) which decrypts to message mog
↳
directly implies a CCAattack

Several approaches to getCCAsecurityfrom DH assumptions:
-

Cramer-Shoup (CCA-securityfrom DDH) - based on hash-proof systems
We do notknow ofany groups where

CDH

-

Fujisaki-Okamoto transformation (using an ideal hash function +(DH) ~ believed to be hard, butinteractive (DH

-Make stronger assumption (interactive"CDH + use ideal hash function): <
is easy. "Dr* is hard even

-

Setup:x & Ep pk:h
*
also called strong DH assumption given access to

~
symmetric authenticated

a DDH oracle"
n =g* sk: X encryption scheme

-

Encrypt(pK, m): y =Yp k +H(9,94,g%,43) c+ EncE(k, m)
C = (g2,ct)

-

Decrypt (sk, c):k =H(g,gY, co, c)

m =DeCAE (k,c,)

Essentially ElGamal where key derived from hash function


